Make communication personal and relevant with help from your teachers

Parents need updates from teachers in one place. Teachers need to engage parents to help their students succeed. Administrators need oversight into school-to-home communication. Blackboard Teacher Communication allows districts to meet all those needs with a collaborative teacher messaging tool.

Meet the needs of every stakeholder

**Teachers**
- Easy-to-use messaging with mobile and web interfaces
- Text, email, and phone messaging
- No setup or deployment
- Safe environment to communicate
- Access to student directory with grades, attendance, balances, bus stops, parent contact info

**Parents**
- View classroom updates for all their children in one place
- Consistent messaging format
- No setup, all parents receive messages

**Administrators**
- Oversight of content sent to parent and students
- Insight into usage and effectiveness
- Control of teacher messaging environment
- Pre-built messages provide consistency across classrooms
Why Blackboard Teacher Communication?

Consistent messaging
Parents can receive messages from teachers in the channels they prefer and already use such as email, text, and phone. Teacher Communication brings them valuable information in a consistent, digestible format. Instead of using multiple apps and website logins, opening email messages, and getting paper notes from school, all the information is in one place.

No teacher setup required
Asking parents to sign up for notification services, or asking teachers to upload class rosters can lead to low adoption. Teacher Communication boosts usage by automatically importing class rosters from your student information system.

Safe communication
Administrators can have peace of mind by viewing all messages that are sent to parents and students. In addition to facilitating a safe environment, they can also gain valuable insights into the impact of their teacher’s messages.